
Mike, 

 

Rich here, a new  member to the group. 

 

I have built two of Jack's Antenna Analyzers and both are exhibiting the same problem. 

 

The output frequency is way off and not consistent. In order to get the AA to put out the correct 

frequency I had to comment out the code in the setup routine that initializes the SD card. 

(SD.Begin). The AA then put out the correct frequency and seemed to plot correctly but of 

course the SD card will not work. 

 

Have you actually measured the out frequency of the AA and or looked at it with a scope? 

 

I think I understand what is happening but I find it hard to believe I am the only one having a 

problem. 

 

Does anyone in the group have fully functional AA? 

 

I'd like to compare notes. 

      

73  

RIch  

K2RH 

 

 

Heh - I may not be the right Mike, but... 

 

> Have you actually measured the out frequency of the AA and or looked at it with a 
scope?  

 

Yes, and it seems to be putting out a pretty clean signal and at the freq. 
I *think* my SD card was pre-formatted, so - it's blank, but works (saves, opens, deletes 
files). 
 

I'm going to investigate those AA143 diodes. They may have a tad better linearity than the 

1N34's 

I have. 

 

 

Mike Y, KM5Z 

Dallas, Texas 

  
 



 

Mike, 

 

Which version of the code are you running? I am running 070717 code. I believe its version 1.07. 

 

I am having a problem with the DS.Begin initialization code killing the output of the DDS. I 

moved the DDS initialization code to after the DS.begin initialization and then the DDS works 

fine until you read or write to the SD card. AT which point DDS goes to an incorrect frequency. 

The DDS and the SD card share data and clock lines. it appears to me that when data is written to 

the SD card it writes the data to the DDS also. The DDS data registers gets over run with bad 

data.  

 

 

Are you familiar with the AD9850 DDS? The DDS does not have a chip select line like the SD 

card does. The DDS input register is not cleared until the FQ_UD line goes high and sets the 

DDS frequebcy. If t he input register is loaded with DS card data there is no telling what 

frequency the DDS will output? Maybe I am missing something but I have two AA cards and 

they both exhibit the same behavior. Can you shed some light on what the problem might be 

please? 

 

 

Thanks in advance, 

Rich 

K2RH 

 

 

Jack, 

 

Yes the SD card is formatted and the code gets past the SD.Begin in the setup routine. 

I can write and read files to and from the SD card but once I do, I the DDS does not put out the 

correct frequency. 

 

I am running the 070717 or 1.07 version of the code. In the setup portion of the code the DDS 

initialization and the DS.begin are only about 50 lines apart. 

 

I am using the same SD in both my boards, and it is a 32 Gig Sandisk SD, Could it be to large?.  

It doesn't seem to matter if the SD card is in or out, the problem remains. 

The output MSA-0386 chips are from the same vendor although I have a batch that I purchased 

from Mini-Circuits on hand. 

 

 



What is the purpose of setting the DDS to a frequency of 1.0 HZ after the dds.begin? I changed 

the 1.0 hz to 10MHZ for testing. 

 

 

The frequency that the DDS outputs seems to be in the 8 MHZ range when it fails. 

If I comment out the SD.Begin code the setup section the DDS works fine. 

 

 

What keeps data intended for the SD card from getting into the DDS serial input registers (D7)? 

It seems to me that any data intended for the SD also is clocked into the DDS. The DDS has no 

chip select. 

 

 

\I am usig a Hantek LCD  scope model DSO520P to monitor the RF output and it does not seem 

to matter where I connect the scope probe, DDS output, amplifier output, J3 I have 51 ohm 

resistor terminating the ant output. 

 

 

Any suggestions from the group  will be appreciated. 

 

 

Thanks Much, 

 

 

Rich 

K2RH 

 

 

> Which version of the code are you running? I am running 070717 code. I believe its version 

1.07. 

 

 

I'm running the same version. I don't think it's the code. I don't think it's anything in the circuit. 

It works fine, eh, there's a bit of non-linearity above 1:1 match and below 2:1 match... heh. 

 

Mike Y 

 

 

 

Mike Y,  

 



Yes I am running ver 1.07 as well. I don't think it the code either, but I moved the DDS.begin 

code to after the SD.Begin code and now the DDS put out the correct frequency until I read or 

write to the SD card? 

 

Maybe I don not understand how the DDS is supposed to work? DO you have any experience 

with the DDS board? What keeps the DDS board from clocking in the data that is being sent to 

the SD card? They share the same clock and data lines? and there is NO chip select line on the 

DDS board. I must be missing. 

 

Can you shed any light on both chips can share clock and data lines? 

 

Thanks in advance, 

Rich 

K2RH 

 

 

I've not examined the code closely (yet) - I write software for a living, so - occasionally - it's 

REAL nice 

to let someone else do the driving. 

 

That said: I believe he's using the SPI bus here - so... yeah - several things use the same pins. 

However the SPI bus (or, as we used to spell it: buss) is structured so that several peripherals 

(read: the AD9850, the Graphics display, the SD Card reader...) can all be used on it.  

 

There's a pretty readable tutorial on it here:  

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/serial-peripheral-interface-spi 

 

But basically: the master (Arduino) switches the 'slave' line - this gets the attention of 'whom' he 

wants 

to 'talk' to. Basically it says: 'Hey! You!' - then proceeds to talk to it. 

Not s ure if this uses 'separate' or 'daisy-chained' slave lines - duhh, guess I need to take  

a look beyond my little diode linearity thing - but, there ya go.  

Basically: The Arduino only talks to ONE (1) item at a time, even though some pins are shared. 

By way of the magic of the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface). 

 

Mike Y, KM5Z 

Dallas, Texas 

  

 

Sharing Clock and Data lines between the AD9850 and the MicroSD card can lead to problems.  The 

AD9850 RESET line does not clear the input register so it can’t be used for this purpose.  The AD9850 

assumes that inputs to the DATA and W_CLK lines are all intended for it and only it.  There is a counter 

associated with the input register that increments with each W_CLK pulse and with each clock pulse a bit 

is written into the input register corresponding to the level of the DATA line.   The AD9850 is initialized 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/serial-peripheral-interface-spi


in serial mode by sending a pulse to W_CLK followed by a pulse to FQ_UD.  The FQ_UD pulse resets 

the Word counter to W0.  At this point the AD9850 is expecting a string of 40 clocks pulses coincident 

with appropriate frequency, control, and phase values on the DATA lines (D7 when in serial 

mode).  FQ_UD is then pulsed which transfers the input register data into the frequency register (which 

controls the output frequency and phase) and resets the Word counter to W0.   

Now let’s assume the AD9850 shares clock and data lines with an SD card.  Further assume the data was 

written to the SD card of some length.  Each time a bit is written to the SD card the AD9850 Word 

counter is also incremented.  At the end of the SD write the AD9850 Word counter is left at some 

unknown value between 0 and 39.  So then we come along and intend to send a frequency to the 

AD9850.  We send 40 bits of data intending that the first bit is going into W0.  However the Word 

counter has been left in an unknown state from the previous SD write so the data transferred to the 

frequency register when FQ_UD is pulsed is circularly shifted by an unknown number of bits. Result – 

bad frequency input.   

This might be able to be rectified by pulsing FQ_UD before the input string to the input register.  This 

would temporarily load residual SD garbage into the frequency register until the correct data was written 

and FQ_UD pulsed.  However this might lead to another problem. The AD9850 Data Sheet states: 

Note: There are specific control codes, used for factory test purposes that render the AD9850 temporarily 

inoperable. The user must take deliberate precaution to avoid inputting the codes listed in Table II. 

These codes are any bit combination other than 00 in bits W32 and W33 which could happen depending 

on the residual data from the SD write. 

  

Comments/corrections welcome. 

Mike 

K5ESS 

 

Mike, 

 

Thanks very much for your input and I agree with what you are saying. I  see what you have 

described happening on both the AA boards I have built.  

 

As I mentioned before, I moved the piece of code that initializes the DDS to occur after the 

initialization of the SD card . I also initialized the DDS to 10 MHZ so the I could tell right away 

if the DDS was working correctly. So now when I power up the AA. it comes up on 10 MHZ and 

I am able to do scans on all bands. However  when I  read or write to the SD card the very next 

frequency sent to the DDS fails and it goes to an odd ball frequency. It also seems to put the 

DDS in zombie state such that any additional frequency commands to the DDS go ignored. 

Exerting the FQUP line is supposed to reset the serial registers. If that were the case, the first 



frequency FQUP should clear the register and the the second result in the correct DDS output. 

That doe s not seem to work..  

 

The spec sheet says that exerting the reset pin on the DDS will not zero the serial registers. If the 

DDS has gone into some kind of factory state, maybe reset will correct both the factory mode 

and clear the serial input registers.clearing. I will try re-initializing the DDS before each 

frequency scan begins and see if the helps. 

 

Thanks much for you input . 

 

Rich 

K2RH 

 

 

The following info is extracted from the listed authors comments in this thread. 

The one exception being DuWayne. I added his last name, call sign, and link to his legendary 

AD9850-based SNA Jr II project. 

 

# Begin extraction: 

 

DuWayne Schmidlkofer, kv4qb 

<A HREF="http://kv4qb.blogspot.com/2016/10/another-sna-jr-lives.html"></A> 

 

 

Rich, K2RH 

The DDS does not have a chip select line like the SD card does. 

Maybe I don not understand how the DDS is supposed to work? 

 

Mike Y, KM5Z 

However the SPI bus (or, as we used to spell it: buss) is structured so that several peripherals 

(read: the AD9850, the Graphics display, the SD Card reader...) can all be used on it. 

 

Mike K5ESS 

However the Word counter has been left in an unknown state from the previous SD write so the 

data transferred to the frequency register when FQ_UD is pulsed is circularly shifted by an 

unknown number of bits. Result: bad frequency input.   

 

Rich, K2RH 

What keeps the DDS board from clocking in the data that is being sent to the SD card? They 

share the same clock and data lines? and there is NO chip select line on the DDS board. I must 

be missing. 

 

# End extraction: 

 

My comments listed below are mostly a rewording of info written by the above referenced 

http://kv4qb.blogspot.com/2016/10/another-sna-jr-lives.html


authors. 

 

Mike Y's comment about several peripherals (read: the AD9850, the Graphics display, the SD 

Card reader...) all  using the SPI interface is true only if all these peripherals support a separate 

Chip Select input. 

 

The crux of the issue is AD9850 serial interface is not one hundred per cent compliant with SPI 

interface requirements.  No AD9859 Chip Select input exists.  AD9850 and SD Card interfaces 

share both serial data and clock interfaces. Both devices can only be initialized if SD Card is 

initialized first. But even then, SD Card initialization data is send to (and received by) the AD 

9850. Since this data is unknown, Analog Devices reserved fields in 40-bit control word maybe 

updated and risk creating unknown AD9850 operating condition. Whatever the condition, it is 

quickly replaced by a valid AD9850 initialization sequence. 

 

If valid data is first sent to AD9850, the requested frequency is set properly. Subsequent 

frequency commands work until the first time an SD Card read (or write) access is executed by 

Arduino. Then the above "AD9850 operating condition" occurs again. 

 

There are two possible solutions: 

    1. Emulating the Chip Select function external to AD9850 (i.e., Arduino Digital Pin gating of 

AD9850 Clk interface) or  

    2. Adding adding a dedicated interface for AD9850. 

Adding a dedicated Clk/Data interface for AD9850 is minimum PCB rework.  

 

Cut the AD9850 Clk and Data traces near the 2560_Mini end. Pick two of the most convenient 

Digital Pins from the D(44-47) group. The W8 TEE-tft-lcd-vfo-schematic-rev2.pdf schematic 

has D(44-46) pins marked with an asterisk. I have not found any linked description to this 

asterisk. 

 

The upshot is SPI library cannot be used for AD9850 interface but software bit banging will 

work.  Checkout DuWayne's AD9850-based SNA Jr II project at the link listed above. 

 

Larry, W2HHV 

 

I agree with Larry that the best solution would be to modify the board to at least take W_CLK to a 

different Mega output pin and “bit bang” the AD9850 input.  I think there would be little risk in using a 

common DATA line.  An alternate messy solution would be to write a string of forty 0’s just before 

writing the desired frequency.  This would insure that the control bits gets don’t get set to a bad state. I 

haven’t seen anything saying what the AD9850 does with a zero frequency input but most likely you’d 

get no output at all until a good frequency word was input. Not something you’d want in a VFO but might 

be OK in an antenna analyzer. 

Mike 

K5ESS 



I would agree that fixing the hardware would be the best solution. 

 

There may be a software workaround. As I mentioned before, I solved the initialization problem 

by initializing the DDS after checking to see if the SD card was present.  I copied the same code 

and placed it at thee top of the "DoNewScanChoice" routine. The reset function on the DDS says 

it does NOT reset the serial data registers. so after the reset I do a FQUP which does set the serial 

data registers to zero. A quick check shows the I can now get the DDS to go to the correct 

frequency after reading from the SD card. I should check the SD write function as well but I 

believe it should work as well. Not very pretty, but maybe we won't have to hack the PCB. 

 

Comments Please. 

Rich 

K2RH 

 

 

What gave me angst was trying to determine if a hardware condition exists which could cause 

the AD9850 to output (for any time interval) a frequency NOT commanded by a frequency 

update function. I  plan on using this board in a TxRx 1st local oscillator application. Regulatory 

requirements override lab bench degrees of freedom. 

 

Interleaving SD Card read (or write) operations with AD9850 frequency updates causes the 

AD9850  word counter value to be not necessarily zero at the beginning of a frequency update 

operation. Consequently, the AD9850 needs to be reinitialized before each frequency update.  Is 

there any re initialization sequence which does not result in either of the following conditions? 

    1. Updating AD9850 frequency register with an unknown value, or 

    2. Loading a non zero value in bits W32 and W33 of the AD9850 factory test register. 

 

Mike (K5ESS) describes the Analog Devices standard in itialization sequence and  

Rich (K2RH) describes another initialization sequence used during his test program fault 

isolation work. 

 

Mike's (K5ESS) recommendation to use a common DATA line works since the SPI.cpp file of 

the SPI library contains a 

pinMode(MOSI, OUTPUT); 

statement.   

Using this approach, only the AD9850 Clk trace needs to be reassigned to a free 2560_Mini 

Digital Pin. 

 

Larry, W2HHV 

 

 



Larry, 

 

Agreed, You suggestion to assign a new pin the the DSS clock is probably the best answer, As I 

understand it, the AA project is going to be in the November QST?  That does leave much time 

to generated a new PCB. 

 

 

Are you in touch with Jack (W8TEE)  and or Farrukh (K2ZIA) in order to make sure they are 
on board with this issue? Maybe they read this conversation on a regular basis? 

 
 
Rich&nb sp; 
K2RH 
__._,_.___ 

 

I have been tracking this since you guys started the thread. I was not aware of this 
problem until then. Truth be told, I don't see us changing the PCB. I don't make enough 
on this to let the XYL Supersize her meal even once a month. Also, it appears that 
almost no one uses the SD feature anyway. I'm still trying to see if there's a software 
way around the issue. If I do find a solution, I'll update the software via QRP Guys. I 
leave for Europe on the 15th and the article is scheduled for the Nov QST, so if I don't 
have a fix before I leave, the SD feature may just stay the way it is. 
 
Sorry... 
 
Jack, W8TEE 
 

 

Back in May Ted Salmon came up with a working version of the software.  It can be found here. 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SoftwareControlledHamRadio/conversations/messages/1818 

I just downloaded it, compiled it and loaded it into my PKAA.  It has none of the frequency entering 

problems and the analyzer works fine.  However I don’t have an SD card so I can’t verify that this part 

works.  Give it a try. 

Mike 

K5ESS 

 

The sd card works. I used an android device to init the card so there is a file and a folder I cant 

delete. But it stores data right and SWR readings work correctly. I used this code referenced 

above.  

 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SoftwareControlledHamRadio/conversations/messages/1818
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Larry 

KB3CUF 

 

 

I have been using the AA at least weekly for months, with no noticed problems. I am running 

Ted's sketch. The SD card was never formatted. I have saved and deleted with no noticed 

problems. What I have noticed is my unit likes VERY clean power, and LOTS of it. When the 

batteries start getting low, it starts doing crazy stuff.  A fresh set of batteries, 6  AA's, will always 

cure the strange stuff. Wall warts never worked. I tried both fixed and variable voltage types. I 

am in the process of changing to rechargeable batteries. I am planning to use this awesome piece 

of equipment on a new antenna I've been working on for a few weeks. I know it will assist me in 

fine tuning the 3 element 40 meter delta loop  for optimum performance. These are pictures shot 

today in the middle of erecting the loops. I am not much of a technical person, but the "recipe" 

worked out extremely well for me. Good luck to everyone that is struggling getting t he project 

completed. The scan is of  my 40 meter horizontal delta loop after tuning. I first scanned the 1/4 

wave matching section and trimmed to get a 1 to 1 swr with a 100 ohm resistor. I then connected 

the loop and trimmed the length for the center of the band. The colors are off, but that doesn't 

bother me. I suppose I need to complement those in the sketch.  

 

Mine has been working well and works with a 12V wall wart or eight AA batteries.  I did jumper the two 

diodes in series with the AD9850 supply so my battery life will compromised but I don’t expect much 

extended use on battery power.  Also used 1N270 diodes in place of the 1N34s.  Also using Ted’s sketch. 

Mike 

K5ESS 

 

 


